
Part 2 of Peter Globensky’s:

Thunder Bay to New Mexico
Regardless of how high you may set the bar, there are times when you know it

is best to temper expectations – thereby avoiding disappointment if they are not
met. Roswell leaves you feeling satisfied that you did not expect too much of it!
It is a community stuck in the 1950’s more than likely because it still parades
itself as the UFO capital of the US and after visiting the local “UFO-ology alien
research museum or whatever it is named, you exit fully expecting to see 1954
Chevy Bel-Airs hovering through the streets. It is a non-descript little strip town
without a heart or core and the leaving of it was better than the coming to it. But
travelling west again to the Sacramento Mountains restored my spirits. Thanks,
no doubt, to one of those US congressional omnibus bills which have 500
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add-ons thereby resulting in a four-lane divided highway for the length of the next leg of my journey to Alamogordo,
the land began to rise again and the flat dessert-like lands of the prairies began to show their spines. And that
eventually grew into the foothills of the Sacramento Mountains. I gave thanks to the motorcycle gods that my machine
is fuel injected, thereby avoiding the finicky requirement of adjusting the carburetor as I broached the mountain pass
at 7,900 feet through the spectacular tribal lands, hills and firs of the Mescalero Apache.

This is country that slakes the thirst of the parched soul.
And still, off to my right a snowless peak touching the clouds at 10,000 feet. At once rugged, foreboding and stunning
in its raw beauty, the road twists, climbs and groves through an old west mountain landscape fit for paintin’.
Unlike Roswell, Alamogordo did not disappoint. I approached it as one would an open canvas with little idea of the
brush strokes that could be used. The word means big or fat cottonwoods and it is a city of some 35,000 people nestled
at the feet of the Sacramento Mountains. Historic, funky and commercially modern at the same time, it is a community
off the beaten path with few tourists (like me), lovely adobe homes, plentiful parks and within one hour - accessible to
El Paso and Las Cruces, Mexico, skiing in the mountains or exploring the fantastic white sands of the Chihuahuan
desert. In all my many travels, I have never been in an environment where there are so many distinct eco-zones in
such a concentrated space. From 10,000 foot alpine meadows to flour-white gypsum sand dunes.

It was beyond cool to be able to motor half-way up the mountain behind the town and take in the Space Museum
and view the original IMAX / NASA film (Destiny in Space) that had been produced by Bev’s good friends Graham
and Phyllis Ferguson. When one is a tad homesick it is soothing to see a connection like that some 3,300 motor
kilometres from hearth and home.

So why all this? A much-delayed mid-life crisis? The need to speed away on a bike so as to avoid what might be
gainin’ on me? Bev told me to get lost – at long last having exhausted her sublime patience with someone of the
emotional IQ of a dead beaver??? Alas, ‘though many would say “right on, all three reasons sound right to me” none
have provided the motivation for the trip. And when my good friend Brian, upon explaining to him what I was
planning to do, asked me - after a moment’s pause lost in discretion, “What the f**k were you thinking”, I actually had
an answer for him.

After experiencing the bitter wind-full winters of Winnipeg for one too many years, I had determined with
Beverly’s agreement that once we were in a position to retire we would break the back of the winter winds and spend
two or three months somewhere where the winds blow warm. The urgency of so doing was somewhat lessened by
our move back to Thunder Bay in 2007 but the allure still held. As typical Canadians, we have winter in the blood and
the thought of being wished a Merry Christmas by some babe in a bikini, though alluring in its own right, just did not
seem to cut it. But the idea of leaving the cold climes of Thunder Bay in early January to return to a budding spring in
late April has begun to grow in appeal. Therefore the mighty motor ride of ’09 is a reconnaissance mission to scout out
a place that is warm, off the beaten snow-bird paths of Phoenix and Florida, has reasonably priced housing, offers
fantastic opportunities to explore both close and far afield, is ecologically diverse and relatively pristine and has
neighbourly and friendly people. I believe we have found this place in Alamogordo. With the help of a good friend
and real estate broker, I have managed to get a better feel for the local economy and the best way to house ourselves
should we decide to make the transition. If this tickles anyone’s fancy out there, just let us know and I would be more
than happy to share my growing experience of this marvellous little place with you.

Well, this probably brings me to a close for this leg of the trip. My bike goes into storage locally here on Friday, I
overnight in El Paso and then bus it up to Albuquerque where I will scour pawn shops (anybody have a wish list???)
and then fly back to Thunder Bay next week.

It has been an awesome journey of discovery and adventure and one that has been on my bucket list for some time.
Nor am I likely to ever forget it. And, best of all, it is only half done as I fly back down in May to bring Mollie back
home!


